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PAYMENT PROCESS

Application and program payments fees should be made payable to Universidad de los Andes in Santiago, Chile, and 
sent via wire transfer in one payment, from the either the partner University or directly from the student one month 
after sending the application form.

The banking information is as follows: please note that the wire transfer fees must be paid in full by the student or 
institution of origin, and not charged to UANDES. Con�rm with your bank that the total amount received by 
Universidad de los Andes is the TOTAL COST of the program after all transfer and banking fees have been applied.

Please note that the wire transfer fees must be paid in full by the student or institution of origin, and 
not charged to UANDES. You have to check with your bank that the total amount received by Universidad 
de los Andes is the TOTAL COST of the program after all transfer and banking fees have been applied.

Commissions may be charged in the International transfer process by both the bank of origin and the 
intermediary bank that is responsible for the deposit reaching our bank. For this reason, it is important 
that the student assures with their bank that when making the payment, the total amount is sent under 
the EXPENSES OUR modality, this proves that the University will receive the full amount of the transferred 
fees without discounts by intermediary Banks



Commissions may be charged in the International transfer process by both the bank of origin and the intermediary 
bank that is responsible for the deposit reaching our bank. For this reason, it is important that the student assures 
with their bank that when making the payment, the total amount is sent under the EXPENSES OUR modality, this 
proves that the University will receive the full amount of the transferred fees without discounts by intermediary 
banks. 

UNIVERSIDAD DE LOS ANDES

ID (Tax Number): 71.614.000-8
Account Nº: 051-00-08649-4
Bank: Banco Santander Chile
Swift Code: BSCHCLRM
Address: Bandera 140, Santiago, Chile
Reference: Rosario Diaz
Once the student has carried out the program fee transfer, 
the transfer voucher details must be forwarded to jopalma@uandes.cl.
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